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Chapter Twenty Eight
Now, the analogue from all of the above analogies regarding the aspects of the three vessels
of the brain, the heart and the liver, can be generally understood as follows: The light of
Chochmah of [the world of] Atzilut as it is emanated from the Essential Light of the
Emanator, is comparable to the light of the spiritual intellect itself, as it is drawn from the
essential potential Chochmah power of the aspect of the essence of the soul. It still is literally
one with the source from whence it was hewn. [This is] is similar to1 “The flame [which is
bound to the coal]”, or like the aforementioned revelation of the desire from the essential
[hidden] desire of the aspect of Adam Kadmon.2
1

See Sefer Yetzirah, Chapter 1, Mishnah 7. Also see chapter nineteen of this book where this was
explained at length.
2
In order to properly understand this chapter, we must take into account several matters which were
previously discussed. That is, we must understand the descent and chaining down from the Essence of the
soul until it finally radiates within the body. As explained in chapters 10 and 11, the essence of the soul is
an absolute simplicity, and is beyond any limitations or divisions into specific powers. Nonetheless, all the
specific powers of the soul are there in an essential state in such a way that they are not separate from the
essence altogether. As explained, they are so absolutely embedded in the essence of the soul that it is not
possible to say that in the soul they are “united”. This is because their inclusion in the essence of the soul is
totally in the way of Heyulie abilities. For example, the potential power to conceptualize is the fact that it
is within the ability of the essence of the soul to conceptualize all concepts. However, this power cannot be
called an intellectual power, since, in this state, it is not within the category of intellect altogether, but is
rather, totally a Heyulie ability. The same is true of all the other powers of the soul, such as the power of
kindness or the power of sternness etc. Now, when the soul is aroused to enliven the body, initially, there
is a general drawing forth of the soul. This general drawing forth includes all the particulars of the vitality
for the specific powers of the soul, as they will be in the body. Moreover, every particular in their
development throughout a person’s life is included in this general drawing forth. This was called “The
desire for the desire”. Within this general issuance, all the powers of the soul are drawn from their
concealed Heyulie state as they are in the essence of the soul, into revelation. This may be seen in the fact
that there is a “desire for a desire” (or a “self perception”) for each particular that actually does come into
revelation. An example of this is a person who has intellectual talent. His “desire for a desire” constantly
vests within and creates a desire for Chochmah-Insight, even before he has any particular subject to
contemplate. This is likewise the case in regard to a person who is naturally kind. His “desire for a
desire”, which is his self perception as a kind person, vests within and constantly creates a desire for
kindness, even when there is no one to bestow a kindness to. As previously explained, the “desire for the
desire” (or self perception) for any specific matter (such as for Chochmah or Chessed) is the general source
for every particular desire that will ever come into revelation from it. For example, the “desire for the
desire” for wisdom (Chochmah) is the general source for every revealed particular desire for any particular
wisdoms throughout his life. (This “desire for the desire” of Chochmah is called Chochmah K’Dooma –
The Primal Wisdom or Kedmat Sechel – The Primordial Intellect.) Now, when a particular desire is drawn
forth from this general desire, that is, when he encounters a particular intellectual subject matter which
interests him, then an entirely new desire is aroused within him, i.e the desire to conceptualize this

Now, although this is merely like an indicator or a color,3 nonetheless, they are called the
“Ten sefirot without whatness”, because they still are intangible. This is because a color is
also essential, since it is impossible to have an opposite color to the essence of a thing. [An
example of this is when] the color of [the inside of] an apple is white, which indicates its
essential sweetness. Likewise, although it is [coming forth] into a separate matter,
nonetheless, the light of the intellect or desire which leans towards kindness, indicates the
essence.4
particular concept. This desire is called “A desire which is relevant to action (Ratzon HaShayach
L’Asiyah)”. Now, the actual intellectual involvement in the matter itself is called the “Action (Asiyah)”.
That is, when there is actual intellectual toil which causes the vitality of his soul (Chayoot) to merge with
the vessel of his brain, thus creating actual intellect, this is called “the Action – Asiyah”, and is called “Sof
– the end or culmination”. However, the particular desire for that particular intellectual matter is the aspect
of Tchilah –“The beginning” of this “Sof – End”, since it precedes it. That is, this particular desire is not
yet in an aspect of a Light within a Vessel (Ohr B’Keli), since that only occurs when the intellectual light
of the soul actually merges with the vessel of the brain, creating actual intellect. Nevertheless, this
particular desire is the beginning which leads to the end action, because it is the main source, power and
beginning of the existence of actual intellect (which constitutes the integration of the spiritual intellectual
light with the physical vessel of the brain). Moreover, once this particular desire is aroused, it will come to
fruition, i.e. it is the beginning to an end. This is not the case, however, in regard to the “desire for th e
desire”. It is possible for the “desire for the desire” to never come into actual revelation or fulfillment. For
this reason, the “desire for the desire” is not called a “beginning to an end”, but rather, it includes both the
beginning and the end literally as one, “In one glance”, so to speak, as previously explained. Now, from all
of the above it is understood that there are three levels which are drawn forth in succession from the
essence of the soul. The first is the aspect of the ten essential powers which are embedded in the essence of
the soul. This is the revelation of the essence of the soul, and since these powers exist in an essential state,
they therefore transcend and are beyond even being called a “general” or “encompassing light” for a
“particular” or “inner light”, as explained in chapter thirteen. The second level is the matter of the ten
concealed powers, which are the aspect of the “desire for the desire” or the “self perception”. This is the
spreading forth of the soul outside of its essential state (as previously explained regarding the matter of
Adam D’Briyah – Man of Creation). Nonetheless, this spreading forth is only in a general manner, i.e. the
“desire for the desire” and “self-perception” of the entirety of one’s life in a holistic general manner, as
previously explained. The third level is the revelation of the ten powers of the soul in a particular manner,
such as the revelation of a particular desire from the general “desire for the desire”. However, the
revelation of the particular desire on this level is still beyond the category of a Light within a Vessel (Ohr
B’Keli), and is still only Light (Ohr). (Only afterwards, from Chochmah down does the light merge and
become integrated within vessels, as will soon be explained.)
3
Parenthesis of the Rebbe: (This is as explained before at the end of chapter nineteen regarding the matter
of “He calls out the generations from the beginning”, that this refers to the ten sefirot of Atzilut which came
out of the concealment of Adam Kadmon, which is the revelation of the [general] desire in a separate
thing.)
4
Now, continuing the explanation in footnote two, the revelation of the general desire, which is generally
called “the desire for the desire”, is the aspect of a simple essential revelation of the essence of the soul.
Since it is the revelation of the essence of the soul, therefore it is similar to it and there is no profound
change of existence (similar to a change from spiritual existence to physical existence. In contrast, the
revelation of the particular desires (from this general desire) could come in a way of a profound change of
existence. This is because it is a particular revelation and is therefore like a completely new creation,
which was not in the simple essence of the soul except in a way of a Heyulie ability, in that the soul is able
to bring it out. (An example of this was given in chapter nineteen, regarding a person who is essentially
kind. His essential kindness may be expressed in any number of ways. He may give food to a poor person,
or he may give him money, or speak kind words to him etc. All these are particular desires for external acts
of kindness, which are separate matters from the essential kindness itself, as it is in his soul. As explained
in chapter nineteen at length, these desires are only indicative of his essential kindness and reveal that he is

Therefore, [it is understood that] the existence of the lights of the ten sefirot [of Atzilut]
comes from the aspect of the essential letters of the Emanator, [i.e. Adam Kadmon].5 An
a kind person in his essence. Nonetheless, as explained there, they all come from the same source, which is
his “desire for the desire” or “self-perception” of being a kind person, which is bound up to the essential
characteristic of kindness in the very essence of his soul.) However, in truth, even this particular revelation
of desire is still a completely simple revelation which is completely bound up to the essence of the soul,
literally. This is evidenced from the fact that it is impossible for a person to have a desire which differs,
even in the slightest way, from the essential nature of his soul. For example, if he is a naturally kind
person, the revelation of his particular desires will always be for kindness, and he will not desire or derive
any pleasure from cruelty, which is the opposite of kindness. The same is true of a person who is cruel by
nature. (However, this is not the case in regard to the aspect of Chochmah and below, wherein there is a
profound change in the nature of the expression of the soul, to the point that it is possible for his intellect to
cause him to act in a way which is the opposite of his essential nature. In other words, he can act this way
even if he does not desire it.) If this is the case, then it is clear that even the revelation of the particular
desires are the aspect of a revelation of the essence of the soul, and are totally bound to it. The example for
this was given above, regarding the matter of revelation in the manner of an indicator, like the desire for a
particular act of kindness which is an indication of his essential kindness, or like the whiteness of an apple
which, in and of itself, is not connected or relevant to the essential sweetness of the apple etc. However,
these are revelations (or indicators) bring to light the essential kindness of a person or the essential
sweetness of an apple etc. This is evidenced by the fact that it is impossible for there to be a revelation
which is the opposite of the essence, as explained above. That is, it is impossible for a green apple to be
sweet. The same is true of the revelation of particular desires from the general “desire for the desire” or
“self perception”. From all of the above, the first two paragraphs of this chapter are clearly understood.
That is, although the revelation of the light of Atzilut (which relative to Adam Kadmon is a particular
desire) is only an indication of the essential desire of Adam Kadmon (which is the general desire) and of
essential nature of the Essence (Atzmoot), it is nevertheless similar to the Light of the Essence (Ohr
HaAtzmee), and totally bound up with it. Therefore, it is still considered to be an essential revelation and
indication of the Essence of the concealment of Adam Kadmon and of the Essence of the Infinite Light
(Atzmoot Ohr Ein Sof).
5
This is to say that although the revelation of the particular desire is still an essential revelation,
nonetheless, because it comes forth into a particular matter, it only comes from the external “letters” of the
essential general holistic desire. (In other words, Keter of Atzilut comes only from the aspect of Malchut of
Adam Kadmon, i.e. the “letters” of the Emanator, as explained at the end of chapter nineteen.) These
“letters” are what limit and conceal the whole of the general desire so that a particular desire can come
forth into existence. Nonetheless, since these are the letters of the essential desire, they too are completely
essential, and are not separate from the essential light. This may be understood by how a particular desire
comes forth from the “desire for the desire” and self-perception. As explained above, the self perception of
a person is an intangible and essential general desire, which does not actually come forth into existence.
Rather, as mentioned above, the particular desires are drawn forth from the general desire only in the way
of a revelation and indication of the essential desire. Therefore, it is only from the end of the essential
“letters” of description of oneself, within his perception of himself as a whole, that the light of the
particular desires is drawn forth into revelation. For example, from the letters of description in the self
perception of a person who perceives himself as being wise, the desire for particular wisdoms will be
drawn forth etc. In other words, from Malchut of Chochmah of Adam Kadmon comes Keter of Chochmah
of Atzilut. Similarly, Malchut of Chessed of Adam Kadmon is the tangible “letters” of the desire to be kind
as they exist in the self perception. It is specifically the letters of the “desire to be kind”, which becomes
the inner light of Keter of Chessed of Atzilut, which is the desire to do a particular act of kindness.
Therefore, it is understood, that from the essential “letters” of the “Name” A”V (of Chochmah) of Adam
Kadmon, (i.e. the letters of the intangible “desire for the desire” for wisdon) the light of Chochmah of the
world of Atzilut (the desire for a particular wisdom) comes forth. The same is true of all the names
mentioned above. However, it must be understood that even these letters are still intangible and essential.
This may be understood by understanding the difference in between the “letters” of the intangible and
essential depth of a concept (Omek HaMoosag) compared to the tangible “letters” of the explanations

example of this is the name A”V from which the aspect of the Light of Chochmah of Atzilut
comes into revelation. This name indicates the essential Chochmah of Adam Kadmon.
Likewise, the name Sa”G indicates the essential light of Binah of Adam Kadmon. This is [true
of all the names] A”v, Sa”G, [Ma”H and Ba”N] which precede the ten sefirot of Atzilut.
They are [therefore] called, “The names of the Emanator”.6
This is similar to how the last aspect of the spiritual Form (Tzurah) becomes bound to the
beginning of the existence of the light and form within the substance of the vessel (Keli).7
This is in accordance to what was previously explained regarding the, “blood which is the
soul”, and [regarding] the spiritual power of growth, and [regarding] the eye and the brain
etc.8
which come from it. In other words, when a person has a flash of insight, he has an intellectual perception
of the “letters” of the intangible and essential depth of the subject matter. Nonetheless, the fact that these
“letters” of the depth are still entirely intangible is evidenced from the fact that he cannot convey the actual
depth itself to a recipient, such as a student. Rather, he can only draw forth the “letters” of explanation
surrounding the depth, through which the recipient will be able to perceive the intangible depth as well.
(Now, in truth, this analogy of the difference between the essential letters of the intangible depth of the
concept and the tangible letters of explanation is actually an analogy which belongs later on in the scheme
of things, in regard to how the world of Atzilut is the source for the actual “somethingness” and tangibility
of the world of Briyah. This is because, as mentioned in the previous chapter, even the external vessels of
Atzilut are still “nothing – Ein” and are only the source for actual tangibility and “somethingness - Yesh”.
Nonetheless, the analogy here, in regard to the relationship between Adam Kadmon and the world of
Atzilut, brings to light the difference between the essential and intangible “letters” of the source of
emanation-Atzilut, i.e. Adam Kadmon which is called HaMa’atzeel-The Emanator, and the “letters” of
Atzilut which follow from it and are already considered to be an emanation of light from the Emanator
which indicates and reveals His essence but is not actually essential to Him.)
6
To avoid confusion, it must be pointed out that the above paragraph refers to the four names (A”v, Sa”G,
Ma”H and Ba”N) of Adam Kadmon, as opposed to the four names of the world of Atzilut which were
mentioned at the beginning of the previous chapter. Rather, this paragraph explains how the inner lights
(Keter) of the world of Atzilut come out of the “names” and “letters” (i.e. Malchut) of Adam Kadmon, as
explained in the previous footnotes. The names of the world of Atzilut, and how they are difference than
these names of Adam Kadmon, will be explained later in the chapter.
7
This was explained at length in the previous chapter, especially in footnotes 35 and 38.
8
As explained previously, the Form (Tzurah), i.e. the Light (Ohr), as it is in its essential state, is
completely and utterly removed even from the aspect of spreading forth to influence and vest within the
vessels (Kelim), i.e. the Substance (Chomer). This is like the “desire for the desire” which is a singular
essence which includes the whole of one’s life (or of Creation) in “one glance” and encompasses the whole
of Creation equally. Similarly, as the soul powers exist in this first essential revelation, they are still in a
state of singularity and unity, and cannot even be called “particular powers”. Rather, this is the general
power of the soul, which encompasses the entire life of the soul equally. In this state, for example, the
essential light of the power of movement of the soul cannot be called “movement” altogether, since no
movement exists there whatsoever. Rather, it is only the potential power and ability for movement, as it
essentially bound up in a way of singularity with the general encompassing life force of the soul. The same
is true of the power of sight, and all the other essential soul powers. This general life force only dwells
upon the vessels, so to speak, in an encompassing fashion, and is therefore called the general encompassing
light (Ohr Makif) of the soul. This is to say that the actual essential being of the Form (Tzurah) of the soul
completely transcends the aspect of particular influence and revelation, since it is a general revelation of the
powers of the soul, as they are in a “single” general “glance”. Nevertheless, this is only in reference to the
essence of the Form (Tzurah) or the essence of the Desire for the Desire (Ratzon L’Ratzon). However,
from the external “letters” of this general Form (Tzurah), comes the light of the particular revelations. This
is because, as explained previously, from the external letters and description of one’s self, in one’s selfperception of himself as a whole, his particular desires are drawn forth. In the same way, from the external
letters of the general encompassing life force of the soul comes the revelation of the light of the particular

However, the aspect of the Vessel (Keli) which limits the light of Chochmah of Atzilut is like
the light of the intellect as it is already merged within the substance of the brain. [In this
case] the substance of the brain only receives from the “thickening” of the end of the light
of the intellect. Therefore, aside from the fact that there is a [profound] change of existence,
it limits [the light].9 This is similar to the light of Chochmah as it vests within the brain, which
is [then] called “Chochmah Mocha – Insight is the Brain”.10 It is then that because of the
aspect of the vessel of Chochmah, it comes into the aspect of a tangible existence of intellect,
which is called, “The conceptualization of a certain specific concept”. The same [principle
applies] to the spiritual emotions in the “Heart” and the spiritual Nefesh in the “Liver”.11
powers. In the same way, from the letters of Malchut of Adam Kadmon (i.e. the four names mentioned
above), the revelation of the ten sefirot of Keter of Atzilut are drawn forth. However, as previously
explained, this is only the revelation of a particular Light and desire, which is only an indication of the
general encompassing light (Ohr Makif). This particular light and life force or particular desire is only the
very beginning of particular revelation, and has not yet merged within a vessel. For example, this is like
the desire for a particular wisdom which has not yet actually merged within the vessel of the brain to create
actual thought (i.e. a light integrated within a vessel). Similarly, it is like the revelation of the life force and
vitality (Chayoot) of the particular power of intellect and conceptualization. It is still only the light (Ohr)
of the potential power to conceptualize itself. However, as explained in a previous footnote, this particular
light is already considered to be the beginning to the end action, and is thus called “The desire which is
relevant to the action – Ratzon HaShayach L’Asiyah”. This is because it is already a particular light for a
particular action, which is not the case in regard the general desire or life force, as previously explained.
The Rebbe will now continue, and explain the actual merging of this particular light and life force
(Chayoot) with the vessels.
9
As explained in previous footnotes, the Light (i.e. Keter) of Chochmah of Atzilut is comparable to the
revelation of the particular power and vitality for conceptualization from the general power and
encompassing life force of the soul. Now, even this particular power to conceptualize is still entirely
intangible, and is not actual thought whatsoever. Rather, it is only the Light (Ohr) and Vitality (Chayoot),
i.e. the particular potential power to conceptualize, from which actual insight and intellect later comes
about. That is to say, it is still a Heyulie ability of the soul, which, although it is already a particular
power, is nonetheless still a Heyulie ability and not actual conceptualization or thought at all. Now, this
particular potential power also has “letters”. These “letters” are its limiting and defining vessels. This is
similar to the “letters” of the flash of intellectual insight, which becomes revealed from the particular
potential power to conceptualize (which in turn receives from the general potential power and
encompassing life force of the soul). That is to say, the actual flash of intellectual insight only receives
from the end “letters” of the particular power to conceptualize, and not the whole of the particular power to
conceptualize at all. Now, in this actual flash of intellectual insight, we observe that there is a limitation of
even the particular power to conceptualize, which is still completely intangible. Moreover, in the flash of
insight we observe an actual profound change of existence from a potential Heyulie ability to
conceptualize, to an actual intellectual insight.
10
See Zohar (Ra’ayah Mehemnah) Pinchas 235b, and Introduction to Tikkunei Zohar 17a.
11
This is to say that when the particular intellectual Heylie ability (i.e. the Light – Ohr) merges with the
Substance (Chomer) of the brain (Mocha), it creates actual Chochmah – Insight. Before this, however, it
was only the intangible Light and potential Heyulie ability of Chochmah, but not actual Chochmah. When
these two unite, (the intangible Light and the actual Substance (Ohr V’Chomer), the vessel (Keli) of actual
Chochmah – Insight is formed. It is the merging of these two which creates the vessel (Keli) of actual
Chochmah – Insight which is called by the term “brain (Mocha)”. However, this vessel of actual insight
(Chochmah) is also still intangible, and is only the source for actual tangible intellectual thought and
explanations. This is comparable to how the abundant tangible explanations of a concept come out of the
intangible depth of the concept, the Omek Hamoosag. However, as previously explained, the Omek
Hamoosag itself, is still an intangible depth, which is only the source for actual tangibility and
“somethingness”. As will be stated at the end of the next paragraph, “This is called the somethingness of
the Light, as it appears to be the aspect of a ‘something’ with a tangible existence”. However, it is not an

This, then, is the matter of the “Three rulers above”. These are the three general vessels for
the Nefesh, Ruach and Neshamah of Zeir Anpin of Atzilut. The Neshamah, which is the aspect
of the intellectual sefirot of Chochmah and Binah of Zeir Anpin, [vests] within the “Brain”, the
Ruach [vests] within the “Heart”, [and the Nefesh vests within the “Liver”].12 These [vessels]
are the “letters” of the Lights of Atzilut, which [refers to] the matter of the four names, A”v,
Sa”G, [Ma”H and Ba”N] of Atzilut.13 These [four names] are called the vessels for the [light
of the] ten sefirot of Atzilut, which limit the light and restrain it, because the vessels are made
from the “thickening” of the lights, as stated in Etz Chaim.14 As is known, this is called,
“The somethingness of the Light”, as it is appears in an aspect of a “something”, with
tangible existence.15 This will suffice for those of understanding.
(We find that there are two types of names of A”V, Sa”G etc. The first [set of names] is
before [the world of] Atzilut [within Adam Kadmon].16 The second [set of names], which are
the vessels that limit, is after [the world of] Atzilut.17 According to this, when a person
actual “something”, but is only the “something” of the “nothing” of the intangible Light. The same is true
of all the other vessels of the world of Atzilut, such as the “Heart” and the “Liver”. (In other words, even
though there are actual vessels in the world of Atzilut, and therefore limitations of the light and a profound
change of existence etc, nevertheless, even the vessels of the world of Atzilut are still intangible. For
example, even in the flash of insight, it is apparent that there is a change of existence and limitation in
comparison to the particular potential Heyulie power of conceptualization itself. Nevertheless, the “letters”
of the flash of insight are still an intangible depth, and only the source for tangible explanations etc.)
12
This is to say that the Nefesh, Ruach and Neshamah of the world of Atzilut are the intangible Lights
(Orot) which become merged and integrated within the Substance (Chomer) of the Vessels (Kelim) of the
world of Atzilut. In other words, the Neshamah is the intangible lights of the intellectual sefirot (ChaBa”D)
of the world of Atzilut. These intangible lights merge with the substance of the vessel of the “brain” of Zeir
Anpin of Atzilut, in the manner explained above. Likewise, the Ruach is the intangible Lights of the
emotional sefirot (ChaGa”T) of Atzilut, which merges within the substance of the vessel of the “heart” of
Zeir Anpin of Atzilut. The same is true of the Nefesh which is the intangible Lights of the gut-emotional
sefirot (NeHi”Y) of Atzilut. These vessels are what bring the intangible Light of the world of Atzilut out
into revelation. This is analogous to how it is, specifically, the vessel of the flash of insight from
Chochmah which reveals the essential light of a concept to the actual comprehending intellect of Binah.
Moreover, as explained, it is from this vessel of actual insight that actual tangible explanations are created
in the comprehension and thought of Binah. Likewise, it is from the “thickening” of the intangible Light of
the emotional powers that actual felt emotions may be brought forth etc.
13
In contrast to the names mentioned previously, which are the “letters” and Names which limit the light of
Adam Kadmon, the “letters” and Names of Atzilut are the vessels which bring the intangible Light of Atzilut
into revelation. The name A”V of Atzilut is the vessel for the particular Light of Chochmah of Atzilut.
Sa”G is the vessel for the Light of Binah of Atzilut, Ma”H is the vessel for the Light of the Emotional
sefirot of Atzilut, and Ba”N is the vessel for the Light of Malchut of Atzilut. We find that there are two sets
of names. The first set of names is before Atzilut from which the Light of Atzilut comes into revelation
from Adam Kadmon, while the second set is the names which follow the world of Atzilut, and bring the
Light of the Atzilut into revelation below (to Briyah, Yetzirah and Asiyah). The relationship between these
two will be explained in the next paragraph.
14
See Etz Chaim, (Shaar Ha’Akoodim) Shaar 6, Chapter 3.
15
This has already been explained in footnote number 9 of this chapter.
16
These names are the vessels which bring forth the ten particular Lights and Heyulie powers from their
concealment in the singular general life force of Adam Kadmon. This was previously compared to how the
particular desires come into revelation from the “letters” of the general “desire for the desire” and selfperception, wherein they are all included in a singular general “glance”.
17
These names are the vessels which bring the particular lights and powers forth to become the actual
source of tangibility in the worlds of Briyah, Yetzirah and Asiyah (which will be explained later). This was

directs his attention to the [external] names, his [actual] intention is [really] to the source of
the lights.18 For example, a person who directs his attention to the aspect of the name A”V,
the source of the light of Chochmah etc., automatically is [also] directing his attention to the
vessel of Chochmah, causing it to be drawn down. This will suffice for those of
compared to how the flash of intellectual insight brings forth actual tangible intellectual comprehension, or
tangible emotions and actions etc.
18
This is to say that when one comprehends the external name of the world of Atzilut, what he really
comprehends is the essential light of Adam Kadmon, (all the way up to the very Essence of the Infinite
Light-Atzmut Ohr Ein Sof). This may be understood through the following analogies: When a person has a
flash of insight and grasps the intangible depth of a concept (Omek HaMoosag), this “Sight of the mind’s
eye” of the intangible depth, sees all the way to the essential light of the matter, as it is as a whole. This is
true even though the flash of insight is only the most external “somethingness” of the Light, and even
though it comes about through a profound change of existence. An example of this is that if someone were
to announce, “There is a lion loose!” people would immediately become fearful. Now, how is it that from
the word “lion”, people go into a panic? After all, the word “lion” is only a composition of a few measly
letters and sounds. However, from these external “letters” and “vessels” one can see to the very essence of
the matter. That is, they grasp the very essence of what a lion is, i.e. the whole, of not just this particular
lion, but literally of all lions. This perception includes all the desires, thoughts, feelings and actions etc, of
the essence of all lions. However, it must be pointed out that, in truth, the word “Lion” is only a garment
(Levush), and not actually the vessel (Keli). The vessel for the light of the essence is the intellectual sight
and grasp of the intangible (but somewhat tangible) depth (the Omek Hamoosag) of the matter of lions.
This is to say that the actual vessel for this light is the intangible thought and intellectual sight which is
what people think and perceive when the word “Lion” is mentioned. (The proof that the external word
“Lion” is only a garment for this vessel of the Omek Hamoosag is from the fact that firstly, it can be said in
any language, and secondly, no effect will be brought forth in a person who does not recognize a Lion by
this name. That is to say, the word itself is not essentially bound to the essence of the matter. However, in
contrast, the perception of the intangible depth of the concept of “Lion” is equal even in people who speak
different languages. This is because, in contrast to the garment, which is the letters of the word “Lion”,
the intangible depth of the concept is bound to the very essential light of what a Lion is.) Moreover, when
one grasps this external vessel of the depth of the concept, the essential light of the matter is drawn forth,
and automatically radiates within this vessel. Similarly, as will be stated momentarily, when true
Kabbalists devote their intention (Kavanot) during their prayers to the various Names of the external
vessels of the world of Atzilut, their actual intention and perception is to the very essence of G-d and not
merely to the external “letters”. That is, although they grasp only the external vessels and names of the
world of Atzilut, nonetheless, these names are bound with and reveal the very essence of the Light of Adam
Kadmon (which is the radiance of the Essence of the Infinite Light within the Kav). (This is in contrast to
those fools who “meditate” on the external “letters” of the various holy books or names of G-d. In truth,
they do not grasp the essential light at all, but only separate garments. This is because they have no real
understanding of these names or their inner essential meaning. Such people are comparable to one who
meditates on the word “L-I-O-N” without ever having seen a Lion or knowing what a Lion is or what the
word means altogether etc. For him, these letters of expression are only separate garments and are not
vessels, and have nothing to do with the essence of the light. Such “meditation”, therefore, does not draw
forth the light. In contrast, the vessel of the intangible depth of the matter (Omek HaMoosag) is literally
bound up to the essence of the matter. The grasp of the depth of the concept (Omek HaMoosag)
automatically draws the essential light of the matter forth, into revelation, as is clearly understood from the
above explanations. This is because, as previously mentioned, “He and His Organs are one”. This is to say
that the external vessels of Zeir Anpin of Atzilut are literally bound up to the Essence of the Infinite LightAtzmut Ohr Ein Sof.) (In addition, it must be pointed out that the grasp of this depth only comes about
through complete self-investment and sublimation to the Essence-Atzmoot which is brought about
specifically through Hitbonenut contemplation into the secrets of Torah, as explained at length in the first
portion of this book and in chapters 25 & 26.) The rest of the above parenthesis of the Rebbe may be
understood from the explanations in this footnote. (The concept of Garments – Levushim and how it is
different from Vessels – Kelim, will be explained later in chapters 38 and 39. Further explanations of the
“letters” and “Names” will come later in the book, with the explanations of Malchut.)

understanding. These are the [Kabbalistic] Kavanot (devotions or intentions) of the Names
[of G-d] during the eighteen blessings of the Amidah prayer. This is because, the source of
the [external] limiting vessels [which are the names of Atzilut] is from the names of Atzmoot
HaMa’atzeel-The Essence of the Emanator and the two [levels] are interdependent, as will be
explained. This will suffice for those of understanding.)
This, then, is the meaning of the statement, “[He made ten Tikkunim (Fixings)] which we call
ten sefirot… to show… to conduct [the worlds] etc.”, because Tikkunim (Fixings) is the
aspect of Vessels (Kelim) for the Lights (Orot) of [the world of] Atzilut. By way of analogy, a
“fixing” for the eye, so that its physical sight may spread further, [may be accomplished]
through the means of eyeglasses. Likewise, the physical organ of the eye is the “fixing”
through which the spiritual [power of] sight spreads forth, as is explained elsewhere.19
[It is] therefore [understood] that all aspects of the spreading forth of influence below can
only come about specifically through the vessels which limit. For example, it is through the
vessel of the brain which grasps the intellectual concept that [the concept may be] drawn
down to arouse emotions in the heart or to be expressed to another person. Similarly, it is
through the means of the heart which is the vessel for the spiritual light of love and
kindness, that [this light] can come into the category of being influenced to a recipient. It is
[specifically] because of this that the [vessels] are called Tikkunim – Fixings, [because they
“fix” the light] so that it can be drawn down from [the world of] Atzilut to [the world of]
Briyah. In other words, it’s [sole purpose is] only “to show” etc.20 On the other hand, from
the aspect of the Essential Light of the Emanator, [the sefirot] are called “Ten sefirot without
whatness”, as was explained above, and as explained elsewhere at length.21
End of Chapter Twenty Eight22
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In other words, just as the physical vision of the eye may be drawn further by means of “fixings” in the
form of eyeglasses, microscopes or telescopes, and the like, so too, the spiritual power of sight is drawn out
by means of the substance of the organ of the eye. Similarly, the spiritual potential power to conceptualize
is drawn forth by means of the vessel of the brain etc. Likewise, above, the essential intangible Lights
(Orot) of the world of Atzilut are drawn down into the tangibility of the worlds of Briyah, Yetzirah and
Asiyah only by means of the external “letters” of the Names and Vessels of the world of Atzilut. However,
the Lights (Orot) themselves remain completely intangible, as was previously explained.
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That is to say, it is only by means of the vessels that the inner Essence becomes revealed within the lower
realms. Moreover, the realms of Briyah, Yetzirah and Asiyah are literally created by these external vessels
of Zeir Anpin of Atzilut, as will later be explained.
21
As explained at length previously, it is specifically the Vessels (Kelim) which bring the Light (Ohr) into
a tangible state. This is to say that all tangibility comes about from the aspect of the vessels, rather than
from the aspect of the Light, which is an intangible Essence. Because of this, we cannot actually even
speak of sefirot in regard to the Essential Light. Rather, even the mention of a definition such as “sefirot”,
is in reference to the Vessels (Kelim) within which the Essential Light vests. This, then, is the meaning of
the statement of the Zohar mentioned above, that “He brought forth ten vessels which we call ten sefirot”.
That is, the term “sefirot” may only be applied to the vessels. In contrast, the Light (Ohr) of the sefirot is
called “the ten sefirot without whatness”. In other words, the Lights are completely intangible, as has been
clearly understood from all the previous explanations.
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The next chapter will explain at length the source of the Substance (Chomer) of the Vessels (Kelim), and
the source of the limitations of the vessels etc.

